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In this paper, spEt inversions in the hyperbolic plane are first defined and then 
examined as to the possible ways two such inversions can be composed. The model that is 
used is the Poincare disk. All the possible ways for two split inversions to be composed are 
broken down into three cases. The domains and ranges of all points under split inversions 
in these three possible ways are determined and proved. The main theorems are then 
stated in an invariant manner so that they apply to any model of the hyperboHc plane. 
An atlas of colored diagrams is included so that the reader can better understand the 
domains and ranges discussed and better follow the arguments given.
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Chapter 1
Importance and Scope of the
Study
1.1 Introduction
The purpose of the project is to examine the action of the composition of split 
inversions on the hyperbolic plane, H2. Split inversion can be defined as follows. Consider 
an inversive line L on the Poincare disk. If this line is orthogonal to the unit circle U, then 
L is a line of H2. Since any such line can be transformed to a straight line through the 
center, let L be the imaginary axis running vertically through the center of U. Consider 
a point P on the x-axis to the right of the imaginary axis in the Poincar6 disk. There are 
two lines through P that are parallel to the imaginary axis. That is, each line intersects 
the imaginary axis at the boundary of the unit circle. The angle of parallelism has been 
defined as the angle between the perpendicular from point P to the inversive line L (in 
this case the imaginary axis) and either line through P that is parallel to L. This angle 





where p is the hyperbolic distance of the segment from P to line L, the segment being 
perpendicular to L. In this case, that non-Euclidean distance is
p = d(0,P) = tanh 4 (l-P|) ■ (1-2)
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If we force the angle of parallelism, </>, to equal J, then p is easily computed as well as 
the location of point P. Specifically,
tanz = 1 = ^U’
which implies that p is the approximate non-Euclidean distance 0.440.... This whole 
process can be done on each side of the inversive line that is being used, which in this 
case is the imaginary axis. This results in another point, say Pf, on the x-axis in our case 
and left of the imaginary axis in the Poincar6 disk.
Now, there exist equidistant curves to the imaginary axis, or to any other line 
in H2. These equidistant curves are on both sides of the line. Consider specifically the 
equidistant curve that runs through point P that has a non-Euclidean perpendicular 
distance to L (the imaginary axis in this case) equal to p. We will call this equidistant 
curve a right curve. The corresponding right curve on the other side of L would also have 
non-Euclidean perpendicular distance to L equal to p. That is, any point on these right 
curves has non-Euclidean perpendicular distance p ~ 0.440... to the line being used. Split 
inversion relative to a line L of II2 is the action on the hyperbolic plane whereby a point 
in one of the open half-planes determined by the line is inverted in the right curve in that 
half-plane. This definition is of interest because only equidistant curves with angles of 
parallelism in other words, right curves, preserve the half-plane under inversion.
Split inversion is important as shown by the following examples.
1.2 Example 1: Invariance of Locus of Centroids
In H2, consider the collection of equilateral triangles with a common vertex O 
and having a base on a common line I running through the common vertex. The locus 
of the centroids of this collection of equilateral triangles is a portion of a unique elliptic 
curve [Mar04], If O is at the origin, the curve will be a non-singular cubic. When O is 
not at the origin, the curve will generally be a quartic with two ordinary singularities at 
infinity. The locus is invariant under split inversion relative to the line in H2 through O 
that is perpendicular to the line I.
For example, let I be the real axis and let O be the origin. The locus of centroids 
of the collection of equilateral triangles with common vertex O and having a common base
3
Figure 1.1: Locus of Centroids of Equilateral Triangles
on line I can be described by the equation
(a;2 + y2) (x + V3yj = (x - V3y) - (1.3)
The corresponding algebraic curve
(ie2 4- y2) (x + \/3y) = (x - x/3y) z2
is non-singular and therefore elliptic. The portion of Equation 1.3 which lies in the 
Poincar6 disk can be seen in Figure 1.1.
It can be seen that this locus is invariant under split inversion relative to the 
imaginary axis by the following reasoning. The right curve relative to the imaginary axis 




Hermitian matrices in the form
represent generalized circles, that is, straight lines and circles, in the complex plane and 
are explained in Geometry of Complex Numbers by Hans Schwerdtfeger [Sch79]. Inversion 
relative to the line He can be represented by the transformation
0 -1 -1 1
1 0 V -J_ 1 1
composed with complex conjugation. As an LFT (linear fractional transformation),
T (z) - ~^- + 1 - —
eW“ z + 1 ~ l + z
and when composed with complex conjugation (since inversion reverses orientation), the 
result can be expressed
or equivalently
1 — x + lyz “----------—







x2 + 2x + y2 4-1 ’




Using the above substitutions for x and y, we have
// a2+y2_1 y z
x2 + 2x + y2 + 1/ \rr2 4- 2x 4- y2 + 1
This reduces to
a;2 4- y2 — 1 
x2 + 2x + y2 + 1 x2 + 2x + y2 + 1
g2 + 2/2 - 1 A
x2 4- 2ie + y2 + 1)
%y
x2 + 2a; 4- y2 + 1
= 0.
j;2 _|_ _ j
x2 4- 2a; 4- y2 4-1
(s2 + i!/2-l)3 _ 2 s2 + ;/2-l
(x2 4- 2x 4- y2 4-1)3 (a;2 4- 2a; 4- y2 4- l)3
y/- y3 r- y r- (x2 + y2-i)2+ 2®+ ^4-1)3 + 2 3^2 + 2x+y2 + l+2^y(^ + 2x + y2 + l)3 =
Multiplying through by (x2 + 2a; 4- y2 4-1)3 gives
4 (a;2 4- 2a; 4-2/2 4-1) (#3 4- ^/&u2y 4- xy2 — x 4- Vty3 + Vty) = 0. (1.7)
Setting the second factor, (x2 4- 2x 4- y2 4- 1), equal to 0 produces only one real solution, 
the point (—1,0) which indeed is on the original equation. When the right-most factor is 
set equal to 0, it is simply the original equation. Therefore, the locus is invariant under 
split inversion relative to the imaginary line.
1.3 Example 2: Conjugate Conics in H2
The following theorem and its proof can be found in a paper by J. Sarli [Sar09].
The function s that is being used is the hyperbolic distance. For any two points, Zi and 





Theorem 1.1. Let L be the line through the points Fi and F2 in H2, and let L! be the 
perpendicular bisector of the segment F\F2. Let
F = {PeH2\s (P, Fl) + s (P, Fj) = k},
where
k> h = sfff^Ff),
and let Ff be the split inversion of F relative to L followed by the split inversion relative 
to V. Then
F' = {P S H2 \ s (P, F^ - s (P, Ft) =k!},
where L is the perpendicular bisector of the segment F(F^f
1 1_




The two loci described in the theorem are analogues of ellipses and hyperbolas 
in the Euclidean plane. The theorem demonstrates that the process of split inversion in 
II2 allows these loci to be related in conjugate pairs. This is due to the fact that any line 
in H2 can be transformed to the real axis (or the imaginary axis) in H2 and any point 
equidistant between Fi and F2 on the line can be transformed to the origin. Here is an 
example. Let
and let
k = tanh 1 (Vtanh ~ 1.4436 > h = 2tanh 1 f 7> ) ~ 1-0986.
7
Then L is the imaginary axis and L' is the real axis and F is described by the
Cartesian equation
(a;2 + ?/2)2 — 3y2 — 7x2 4-1 — 0
seen as the closed curve in Figure 1.2 below. Making the substitutions
a?2 + y2 — 1 
x2 + 2x + y2 + 1
and
| } 2y 
y x2 + 2x+ y2-f-1
will give the result of split inversion relative to L. The result is the curve
(1.9)
(1-10)
5a?4 + 10a?2?/2 — 26a;2 4- 5y4 — Gy2 + 5 = 0
represented by the dashed curve in Figure 1.2. Now, making the substitutions
2a;
X2 + y2 _ %y 1
and
[ 3?2 + Z/2 ~ 1
y a;2 + y2 — 2y + 1
will give the result of split inversion relative to I/. The result is the curve
a;4 + 2x2y2 - 18a;2 + y4 + I82/2 + 1 = 0
which is Fl. It is the H2-hyperbola represented by the solid lines in Figure 1.2. According 
to the above theorem, the foci F[t F% for F’ are separated by the distance
. h
h! = lncoth — ~ 0.69315
£
and curve Ff is the locus of points the difference of whose distances from these foci is
L
kf = lncoth — 0.48121.
8
Figure 1.2: Loci as Conjugate Pairs in U2
1.4 Scope of the Project
Throughout this project the Poincar6 disk model of H2 will be used. Any 
orientation-preserving transformation of II2 can be expressed as the composition of two 
reflections [BEG99]. The product of reflections in a pair of intersecting lines is a rotation 
about the point of intersection; the product of reflections in a pair of parallel lines is a 
limit rotation about the limit point; the product of reflections in a pair of ultra-parallel 
lines is a translation in the direction of the common perpendicular to the two lines. In 
this project we propose to determine the product of split inversions relative to lines that 
are related in these three possible ways.
The main difficulty in determining the composition of split inversions is that the 
result is not a single Mobius transformation. This is because split inversion relative to a 
line interchanges the line with the boundary of H2. For example, using the disk model, 
split inversion relative to the real line maps the entire x-axis in the complex plane to 
the unit circle. Consequently, different Mobius transformations apply to different sectors 
of II2 as determined by the way the lines intersect. Again, with respect to the above 
example, split inversion relative to the real line followed by split inversion relative to the 
9
imaginary line produces four distinct Mobius transformations, one for each open quadrant. 
The action of the composition of split inversions on the boundaries of the quadrants is not 
well-defined. In general, then, composition of split inversions is an action on a collection 
of open domains. Determining these open domains is rarely as simple as this example. 
Once the domains are determined, their ranges will also be determined.
While any finite number of split inversions can be composed, the case of two 
split inversions being composed is sufficiently illustrative and complicated in its own right. 
Therefore, this project will restrict consideration to the product of two split inversions 
relative to lines in each of the three possible incidence relations: concurrent, parallel, 
and ultra-parallel. In each case the composition will be determined in terms of the 
parameters that describe or are related to the two lines, for example, the angle between 
the concurrent lines; the perpendicular to one parallel line which meets the other parallel 
line at the border of the Poincar6 disk; the hyperbolic distance between ultra-parallel 
lines; and inversions of known lines.
In chapters 2, 3, and 4 we will prove the technical propositions required to 
determine the open domains and ranges in the concurrent, parallel and ultra-parallel cases,
I
respectively. In chapter 5 we will state the three main theorems regarding the domains 
for these cases in a form that is independent of representation and hence applicable to 
any model of H2.
10
Chapter 2
Composition of Split Inversions 
Relative to Intersecting Lines
Example 2 in. the introduction used split inversion relative to the imaginary axis 
and then relative to the real axis. Any two lines in H2 that intersect at right angles 
can be transformed to become the real and imaginary axes meeting at the origin. The 
following explains how this is accomplished.
2.1 Sending Concurrent Lines to the X-axis and Another 
Diameter
We know that the intersection of two lines can be mapped to the origin. Once 
it is mapped to the origin, one of the two diameter lines can be rotated 0 degrees to 
coincide with the x-axis. Let the original point of intersection be point m. Then, the 
direct transformation
1 — mz




where 0 is the number of degrees needed to rotate one of the diameter lines to the x-axis.
The transformation then becomes
rW = e‘«-L^.) (2.1)
1 — mz
which will send any pair of concurrent lines to the x-axis and to another diameter line 
through the origin. Since this can always be done, when we are dealing with two inter­
secting lines we will consider one of the two intersecting lines to be the x-axis.
2.2 Split Inversions Relative to the Real Axis and Then the
Imaginary Axis
Let Li be the real line and L2 be the imaginary line. As Hermitian matrices,
(2-3)
Let us first consider split inversion above the real axis and then right of the
imaginary axis. Recall that equidistant curves which have an angle of parallelism of j 




respectively. The subscript a will be used to represent a right curve above a line or left 
of the line if the line is vertical. The subscript b will be used to represent a right curve 
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below a line or right of the line if the line is vertical. As transformations the respective 
inversions become
Ti
0 -1 A -A —i 1
1 0 I -J ‘ 1 — i
and 
T2 = 50 -1 -1 1
1 0 V -J - 1 1
each needing to be composed with complex conjugation. (Transformations will be denoted 
by square brackets while Hermitian matrices will be denoted by parentheses.) Inversion 
over E\a followed by inversion over E^ is
I
T = (T2or (z)) (z)) ,










where a, b, ...,h G C.
As LFTs,
T = az + b
1 cz + d
and
™ _ Gz + f






Ij = Tior(z) =
T2-T2qt (z) =
(T2 o t (z)) o (Ti o r (z))
T£ (T{ (z)) 





az 4- b 
cz + d
e-g 4- / 
gz 4- h'
= T2T\(z).
(T2 o t (z)) O (Ti O r (z)) = T2T1 (z).
So, in the specific situation under consideration,





1 1 1 i
1 — i —1 4~ i
1+i 1 +i
14






Now, letting point z — x + iy be in the first quadrant of H2 would imply that 
x,y > 0 and fa 4- iy\ < 1. Then,
T(z) =
—iz 4- i
z 4" 1 i
—i (x 4- iy) 4- i 
(x 4- iy) 4-1
2y 1 - (a;2 + y2) .
x2 4- 2a; 4- y2 4-1 x2 + 2x + y2 + 1^' (2-8)
Since
vfa2 4- ?/2 < 1,
we know
x2+y2 < 1.
The numerator of the second term of 2.8 is therefore positive which makes each 
term positive and therefore, T sends points in the first quadrant to points in the first 
quadrant.
Now, let us consider some critical points on the boundaries of the first quadrant. 
Let z = i,l, and 0. The transformation









Thus, these three critical boundary points are rotated clockwise. What happens 
to the portions of the boundary lines between these points? First, consider the portion 
of the imaginary axis between 0 and i. The Hermitian matrix for the imaginary axis is
To see the effect of the transformation T on the imaginary axis, we can use the 
spin conjugation IfafaTfa, where Teo is the cofactor matrix of T, and is the transpose 
conjugate of fa. Thus we have
and
1 -1 Zo 1\ 1 i





which represents the unit circle. Of course, this will be the portion of the unit circle 
between points i and 1 since we are only considering where the portion of the imaginary 
axis between 0 and i is sent.
Second, let us consider the effect of transformation T on the boundary points 
of the unit circle between i and 1. The effect of T on U is seen to be
TeoUTZ =
1 -1 fl o\ 1 i
—i —i V -J -1 i
which represents the x-axis. Since we know where the end points were sent, the portion 
of the unit circle in the first quadrant is sent to the x-axis between points 1 and 0.
Finally, where is the portion of the x-axis between 0 and 1 sent? The Hermitian 
matrix of the real line is
Therefore, the effect of transformation T on this portion of the x-axis is given by
1 -1 f° 1 i—i —i V J —1 i
which represents the y-axis. That is, the portion of the real line between 0 and 1 is sent 
to the y-axis between i and 0. As seen in Figure 2.1, arc AEB line segment BC, line 
segment BC line segment CA, and line segment CA >—> arc AEB.
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Figure 2.1: The Effect of Transformation T on Boundary Lines
Therefore, any point in the first quadrant stays in the first quadrant and the
I
points on the portions of the boundary lines between points A, B, and C move clockwise 
with those lines. Because of symmetry, a similar thing happens in the other quadrants 
except that since the real line is transposed to the imaginary axis, the rotation of the 
boundary lines in quadrants two and four is counterclockwise.
Before we consider the effect of split inversions relative to the real line and 
another diameter line with an arbitrary angle of 0 with the real line, it is important to 
see how the right curves for any line of H2 can be found.
2.3 Determining the Right Curves for Lines of H2
Theorem 2.1. Given U is the Hermitian representation of the unit circle and L is 
the Hermitian representation of a line of H2, and each matrix is expressed so that its 
determinant is —1, then the equidistant curves to L having an angle of^ with L will have 
the form U + L and U — L. The matrix representation of U must be identical in both 
expressions and this must also be true for the matrix representation of L.
Proof. Consider the imaginary line Li with Hermitian representation
18
and its right curves
and
running through points Pi left of the imaginary axis and P2 right of the imaginary axis 
respectively. Now, the composite of an even number of non-Euclidean reflections can be 










must be inside the Poincar6 disk, we must have
[a| > [&[.
Consider a line of H2 having some point w on this line. It can be shown that
inversion in the line F represented by 
19
sends w to the origin and the line containing w to a diameter line [Sar07j. That is, if we 
let Tjp be the transformation for inversion in line F, then
* 6 °TFcowT^=l o
the Hermitian representation of the origin. Furthermore, this diameter line with an angle 
of, say, 0 with the real line can be reflected to the real line by inversion through the 
diameter line F% represented by
tan | + 2
0
That is, any diameter line Ljy with angle 0 with the real line can be represented
by
(2.10)
and the spin conjugation
PW (Z^)
results in 
the real line. Thus, any line of 772 can be sent to the real line by the composition of 
two inversions. Due to symmetry, it is also true that any line of H2 can be sent to the 
imaginary line by the composition of two inversions, that is, by a Mobius transformation. 
Since the inverse of this transformation exists, every line on the Poincare disk can be 
obtained by some transformation M (z) of the imaginary axis. Since we know M is the 
composition of two inversions, M is of the form
20









which is the Hermitian representation of a line L of H2. Now, M acting on Eb a right 
curve of the imaginary axis results in a right curve of line L. The image of Eb can be 
obtained by the spin conjugation
McoEbM^
a —b a —b
—b a V -v —b a
Dividing through by aa — bb gives
Since, the matrix in the right term is actually the matrix for L, the expression can be 
represented as
U + XL.
Therefore, we have expressed a right curve as a member of the pencil 
Ai?7 + X2L.
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This makes sense since the circle represented by L and the unit circle intersect at two 
points. Call these points A and B. We know that the right curves for line L are Euclidean 
circles also intersecting at points A and B. Let
Ai = l,
and let the determinant of L be —1. That is,
—ab — ba (a)2 + (b)2 
a2 + b2 —ab — ba
—a2 (a)2 + 2aabb — b2 (b)2 = 
(-1) ((|a|)4-2(|a|)W + (|i|)j = -1.
This implies,
((W)2 - (M)2)2 = 1
which implies










1 — 1 (2-13)
(l«l)2 - (l< ■ ■
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That is, U + L represents the desired right curve for L. Now,
ad + ba — ^(a)2 + (d)2^
— (a2 4- d2) ad + da
also has determinant of —1. Since this is another representation for L, it could also be 
true that
(H)2-(|d|)2
Then, U — L must also represent a right curve to L. When U and L are expressed so that 
both of their determinants are —1, we will call these their unit representations. Thus, the 





provided we use the exact same unit representation for U in both expressions and likewise 
for L in both expressions. □
2.4 The Four Possible Regions Determined by the Compo­
sition of Two Split Inversions
Split inversion is a restricted transformation of H2 in the following sense. A point 
P that is not on the axis of inversion is in one of the two open half-planes determined 
by the axis. The split inversion of P is understood to be its inversion in the right curve 
of that half-plane and the image of P will also be in that half-plane. If P is on the axis, 
however, then it has two possible images on the boundary depending on which right curve 
inverts it. Therefore, the domain of split inversion is not all of H2, but rather the union 
of the two open half-planes determined by the axis.
23
Using similar reasoning, when we compose two split inversions, the domain of 
the composition with be the union of four open subsets. For example, if the two axes 
of inversion are the real line and the imaginary line, then the domain will be the four 
open sectors determined by the four quadrants. Concerning points that are on an axis 
of inversion, it must be understood that their images cannot be determined unless we 
choose to specify which right curve is used to invert them in any given situation.
Now, when the axes are perpendicular, we will consider first split inversion 
relative to the real axis and then split inversion relative to the imaginary axis. Let L\ be 
the real line and let L2 be the imaginary line. Let E\a represent the right curve above the 
real line and E\b represent the right curve below the real line. Further, let E2a represent 
the right curve which is left of the imaginary axis and let E2b represent the right curve 
which is right of the imaginary axis. Given that we can always transform the lines so 
that we first invert with respect to the real line the four possible ways to compose 
two split inversions are EiaE2b, EiaE2a, E\bE2a, and E4bE2b (see Figure 2.2). Points that 
can be inverted in these four possible ways fall into four regions, numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4 
respectively. For perpendicular lines these four regions coincide with the four quadrants 
of the Poincard disk. Points in quadrant one, for example, can only be inverted in the 
first way, that is, inversion over Eia followed by inversion over E2b- The points on an axis 
can be inverted when one of the two right curves for that axis is specified.
2.5 The Domains for the Composition of Split Inversions 
Relative to Intersecting Lines
Two intersecting lines will always determine four regions, but the shapes of 
the regions will vary as the angle between the lines varies. For non-perpendicular lines, 
however, the regions are not obvious as was the case with perpendicular lines. That is, for 
non-perpendicular lines, the points that can be inverted by the composition EiaE2b are 
not in a simple sector of the Poincar6 disk. The points which comprise the domain of the 
composition EjaE2b is a region above the real line, to the right of a certain inversive line in 
the complex plane and bounded on the third side by the unit circle. The following theorem 
gives the four domains corresponding to the compositions EiaE2b, EiaE2a} EibE2a, and 
EibE2b-
24
Figure 2.2: The Right Curves for the Real and Imaginary Axes
Theorem 2.2. Given two intersecting lines through the origin with an angle of 0 between 
them, 0 < # < ^, one of the lines being the real axis, split inversion with respect to the real 
line followed by split inversion with respect to the second axis results in four regions. These 
regions represent the four domains corresponding to the compositions E^aE^b, EyaE2a, 
EibE2a> o-nd EibE2b‘ Regions 1 and 2 are above the real line, bounded by the unit circle 
and bounded on a third side by the inversive line in the complex plane with Hermitian 
representation
Regions 3 and 4 are below the real line, bounded by the unit circle and bounded on a third 
side by the inversive line in the complex plane with Hermitian representation
1 — tan#
— tan# —1
The regions are numbered in a counter-clockwise order. In the case when 0 = each 
region is bounded by the real line, the imaginary line and the unit circle.
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Proof. Consider two intersecting lines, Li and L2} through the origin with an angle of 0 
between them, 0 < 0 < Let one of the lines, Li, be the real axis. Let Eia be the right 
curve above the real line (see appendix A.2). Its Hermitian representation is
L2 can be expressed
tan# + i
0
The transformation T for inversion in E\a is
0 -1 f -A _ —i 1
1 0 v -v 1 — i
The spin conjugation will invert L2 through right curve Eia. That is,
I
—i -1 ( 0 tan 0 — i\ i —1














a curve we will call L3. This curve goes through points i and — i since
and
The curve intersects the real line at
26
C — sec0 — tan 0,
since
sec 0 — tan 0
0.
r i / 1 tan (A
sec & — tan 0 1 I I
L J (tan# -1 J
----- (tan 0---------- —r } — (tan 0) [ tan 0--------- -
cos 0 \ cos 0 / \ cos 0
Where the straight line L2 intersects curve Lg and the unit circle, we will label D 
and E respectively. Let A be point i and B be point 1. Region 1 is therefore bordered by 
arc AEB, line segment BC, and arc ADC. Region 1 has three critical points or vertices 
at points A, B, and C. Inversion in the right curve Eya will send point A to the origin O, 
will fix point B, and will send point C to E. This can be shown as follows: T for inversion 
1
—i
in Eia again is
—i
I











In other words, point B is fixed.
T (C) = T (sec 0 — tan 0)
__ —i (sec 0 — tan 0) 4- 1 
(sec 0 — tan 0) — i 
(cos 6 + isin0 — z) 
i cos 0 4- sin 0 — 1
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—2 (cos 0)
sin 0 — 1 
cos2# + (sin# — l)2 4- i
cos2 0
cos2# + (sin# — l)2
(sin# —l)2 \
cos2 # + (sin # — l)2 J
= cos # + z sin #
= ew,
which is point E. The portions of lines connecting these points which make up the border 
of region 1 are inverted through the right curve E\a as follows: arc AEB i—> line segment 
OB, line segment BC t—> minor arc BE, and arc ADC i—> line segment OE. This is 
because inversion in right curve Eia sends the unit circle U to the real line, sends line L$ 
to £2, and sends the real line to the unit circle. That is,
TcdUT^q —
-
—i —1 f1 °) i —1
-1 —i \° -V -1 i
the real line.
Tr T jtt* ___
—i —1 (1 tan#\ i -1
—1 —i I tan# -J —1 i
I 2 tan # — 2i
2 tan # + 2*
0
0 tan # + i










the unit circle U.
Therefore, region 1 goes to the sector of the Poincare? disk above the real line 
and below line L2. Any point in this sector or on its boundary is therefore on or below 
L2 and can be inverted by right curve Any other points outside this sector and its 
boundary and above the real line are also above L2 and cannot possibly be inverted by 
right curve E2b- Therefore, region 1 is precisely the domain for inversion above the real 
line and below line L2.
The other points outside the boundary of region 1 and above the real line are 
in region 2 which can be inverted by right curve E\a followed by inversion in right curve 
E?2a-
Now, lines intersecting at the origin have it radians rotational symmetry. So, 
if we rotate the boundary between regions 1 and 2, 7r radians, we obtain the boundary 
between regions 3 and 4. That is, we need to rotate the line £3, represented by
1 tan0
tan 0 —1
7r radians to obtain the boundary between regions 3 and 4. Such a rotation sends any 
point z to —z. The transformation for this rotation written as an LFT is Tf (z) = 
which is represented by the matrix
-1 0
0 1
Where does transformation T! send line £3? This can be found by the following 
spin conjugation
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rpt T rpf*  
co ■^'3-^ CO
-
1 0 (1 tan tA 1 0
0 -1- \tan0 -J 0 -1 (2.20)
(2.21)
which we will call £4. Therefore, £4 is the boundary between regions 3 and 4. The regions 
are numbered in counterclockwise order with region 3 corresponding to the composition
En,E2a-
Considering the case when 0 = point E — A, and point C = O. The critical 
points of region 1 are A, B, and C corresponding to points i, 1, and 0 respectively. 
Inversion in the right curve jEja will still send point A to the origin O and will fix point 
B. Point C, however, is now the origin and is sent to A. The transformation of point C 
can be shown as follows:
T(C) = T(0)
-i(0) + l .
(0)-f -*•
The portions of lines connecting the points which make up the border of region 
1 are inverted through the right curve Ejo as follows: arc AEB t—> line segment CB, line 
segment BC w arc BEA, and line segment CA >-> line segment AC. This is because 
inversion in right curve E\a sends the unit circle U to the real line, sends the imaginary 
line to itself, and sends the real line to the unit circle. Two of these were shown above. 
To see that the imaginary line is sent to itself, let £2 be the imaginary line and use the 
spin conjugation
TX1Z =
—i -1 (° 1) i -1
—1 — i °/ -1 i
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Thus, the critical points of region 1, points A, B, and C, and the portions of 
lines connecting those points are sent to points C, B, and A, and the portions of lines 
connecting these points. So, any point in region 1 inverted through Eia remains in region 
1 and can then be inverted through E2b. Region 1 is therefore bounded below by the real 
line and bounded on the other two sides by the imaginary line and the unit circle. Similar 
reasoning shows that the other three regions are likewise bounded by the real line, the 
imaginary line and the unit circle. □
2.6 The Ranges for the Composition of Split Inversions
Relative to Intersecting Lines
Given intersecting lines with an angle of 0 between them, we will now examine 
where the points in the four regions are sent after split inversions EiaJfyb, EiaE2a, EibE2a, 
and EibE2b- The following theorem gives the ranges for points under split inversions in 
these four possible ways.
Theorem 2.3. Given two intersecting lines, Li and L2 through the origin with an angle 
of 0 between them, 0 < 0 < line Li being the real axis, split inversion with respect to 
the real line followed by split inversion with respect to the second axis sends points to the 
following four regions numbered 1', 2', 3', and 4'. These regions represent the four ranges 
of points under split inversions in the four possible ways EiaE2b, E-[aE2(l, EibE2a, and 
EibE2b- Ranges V and are below line L2, bounded by the unit circle and bounded on a 




Ranges 2! and 3/ are above L2, bounded by the unit circle and bounded on a third side by 
the inversive line in the complex plane with Hermitian representation
1 —tan 0
- e^tan# -1
The regions are numbered in a counterclockwise order. In the case when 0 = each 
range is bounded by the real line, the imaginary line and the unit circle with region 1' 
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being in the upper right quadrant of the unit circle.
Proof. Consider two intersecting lines, Lj and L2, through the origin with an angle of 0 
between them, 0 < 0 < 5. Let one of the lines, £1, be the real line (see A.2). Let Ti 
represent inversion in Eia and T2 represent inversion in £26} each composed with complex 
conjugation. Then, T2Ti (z) represents the action on the points in region 1, that is, the 
region corresponding to EiaE^. We know that
21
0 -1 6 -A —z 1






n I (tang~0J \ |tan 0-H|
(cos #) (tan # — z)
0
1
(tan 04-*)  \ 
[tan0-H| I














— (cos #) (tan # — i)





i cos # — sin 0 4- i
icos# 4-sin# 4-i f sin# — cos # 4-1





Let us consider the action of T on the boundaries of region 1. The critical points 





C — sec# — tan#.
The portions of the lines which connect these three points are arc AEB, line 
segment BC, and arc CD A. Arc AEB is on the unit circle. The following spin conjugation 
shows the action of T on the unit circle:
T TJT* =
1 —ie —i A 1 -e* ie + i








an inversive line in the complex plane we will call L3 (see A.3).
Line segment BC is on the real line. The following shows where T sends the
real line:
TcoLiT^ —
1 — e — ie & — i (o l-e^ ie & +i
—ie® —i 1 — I J ietd + i 1-e"*
tan # + i
0
i
Arc CDA is on the inversive line
where T sends this inversive line:
= L3. The following shows
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tan 0 — ie + e 2i0 tan 0 4- i 
itanfl—ie2(*g) tan(?+e2^^+l 
e*5
1 — e —ie ® — i ( 1 tan 1 -e® ie ® 4- i
—ie® — i 1 — \tan 0 —1 J ie® 4*  i l-e~®
_ i tan 0—te26^) tan P-Fe26'g)-f-l
e*^
ie2*0 + tan 0 + e2td tan 0 —i
which is the unit circle.
The sides of region 1 meet at the three critical points A, B, and C and of course 
these points move with the lines they are on. Since we know
. . (1 — e* 5) z + ie® + i
+ i) z 4-1 — e~^ ’ 
it is easy to find the images of points A, B, and C.
—ie® = sin 0 — i cos 0,
a point below the real line and right of the imaginary line.
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T(B) = T(1) =
(1 — z) d(> — 1 — i
(1 — i) — 1 — z’
which is on L2.
T (C) = T (sec 9 - tan 9) = ea,
which is the point where L2 intersects the unit circle. Thus, the range for region 1 is 
bounded above by line L2, bounded on the right by the unit circle and bounded on a 
third side by L3, an inversive line in the complex plane with Hermitian representation
I e-^ tan zA . .
(2.25) 
e^tan# —1 J
Since we know the image of the boundary of region 1, points within the boundary 
of region 1 will be sent to points within the image of that boundary. This establishes the 
range for the points in region 1. In a similar manner, using transformations appropriate 
for regions 2, 3, and 4, the boundaries and their1 critical points can be transformed to 
determine ranges 2Z, 3Z, and 4f. The border between ranges 2' and 3' can be determined 
to be 1
In the case when
T2Ti (z) , the inversion with respect to the real line followed by inversion with respect to 
the imaginary line, can be expressed as an LFT as
(1 - e^ )z + (ie^ +i) 
= -A-t—4—7—Ar
^ze *2  4- z 4- ^1 — e *2)  > 
_ (1 — i)z — 14-i
(1 + i)z + 1 + 2
__ iz — i
z 4-1 ’
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When z — x 4- iy is in the first quadrant or on its borders, x,y > 0, and
i (x + iy) — i
(x + iy) + 1
1
x + iy + 1
(y -ix + i)
2y 1 - (a;2 + y2)
x2 + 2x + y2 4- 1 x2 + 2x + y2 4- 1* ’
Furthermore, when
]z| < 1,
i/rc2 4- £/2 < 1
r
which implies
x2 +y2 < 1.
It then follows that the point
2y 1 — 6r2 4- v2)
_______ £________ |_______i___  y 7 .7 fo 27) 
x2 4- 2rr 4-i/2 4- 1 x2 4-'2rr 4- y2 4-1 ' ’ '
is in the first quadrant or on its borders, since each term is positive or zero. In a similar 
manner, it can be shown that the points in the other quadrants or on their borders stay 
in those quadrants or on their borders. Therefore, when 0 = each range is bounded 
by the real line, the imaginary line and the unit circle. □
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Chapter 3
Composition of Split Inversions
Relative to Parallel Lines
Given any two parallel lines of H2, one can be sent to the real line such that the 
other line is in the upper half-plane and meets the real line at the boundary point 1.
3.1 The Congruence of Parallel Lines
Consider the real line and the parallel line
(3.1)
above the real line which meets the real line at the point 1. It can be shown that there 
exists a non-Euclidean transformation that sends L2 to any parallel line to the real line
above the real line that meets the real line at 1. That is, all parallel lines can be shown 
to be congruent. It is accomplished by the transformation
m
1
acting on L2 as follows:
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TcoLqTco
1 —m f 1 -14-A 1 —m




| _1 — l~Re(m) •
\ 1-|-Re(m)
(m +1)2







This represents any parallel line to the real line which is above the real line and 
intersecting the real line at 1. This line is centered at
1 — Re (m).
+ 1 + Re(mp
where
1 — Re (m)
1 4- Re (m) 
can be any positive real number given the appropriate m.
3.2 The Domains for the Composition of Split Inversions 
Relative to Parallel Lines
Theorem 3.1. Given the real line L] and a parallel line L2 above the real line which 
meets the real line at the point 1, split inversion with respect to the real line followed 
by split inversion with respect to the parallel line results in three regions. These regions 
represent the three domains corresponding to the compositions EiaE2a, EiaE2b, E^E^. 
The line running through the intersection of L2 and the unit circle above the real line 
and perpendicular to the real line determines some point D on the real line. Let H be a 
horocycle to the unit circle at 1 which intersects the real line at D. Region 1, representing 
the first domain, is above the real line, bounded by the horocycle H. Region 2 is the 
complement of region 1 in the open half-plane containing L2. Region 3 is below the real 
line, bounded by the unit circle.
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Proof. Let Li be the real line. Without loss of generality, let
1 -1-M
-l-z 1
since any line parallel to Li above the real line and meeting the real line at 1 can be sent 
to L2 by a non-Euclidean transformation. It is clear that L2 intersects the unit circle V 
at 1 since,
L2 also intersects U at i since,
When L2 is inverted through E\a the result is horocycle
That is,
Teo —
—i —1 ( 1 -i-A i -1
—1 —i 
L J
(-1 +i 1 ) -1 i
Horocycle H intersects the real line at 1 as shown by:




The perpendicular to Li through 0 and z is, of course, the imaginary axis. That 
is, the imaginary axis is perpendicular to the real line at the point where H meets the 
real line and perpendicular to the unit circle at the point where L2 meets the unit circle. 
Since L2 can be transformed to any parallel line above the real line that meets the real 
line at 1, it must be that there is always a line that is perpendicular to the real line at 
the point where H meets the real line and perpendicular to the unit circle at the point 
where L2 meets the unit circle.
Where L2 meets the unit circle we will label point A. Where II meets the real 





= 0 = D.
Now, where L2 intersects right curve Eia label F. L2 inverted over was 
shown to be horocycle H. Point F then is a fixed point that is on L2 and H. It is clear 
that inversion in right curve Eia sends arc DFB to arc AFB. Now, we know the real line 
is sent to the unit circle when inverted through E\a as seen by,
Any point between D and B, say the point is sent to
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which has a modulus of
and therefore is on the unit circle on minor arc AB between A and B. Any points 
within the region bounded below by the real line and above by arc DFB, when inverted 
through Bia are sent to points bounded below by L2 and above by minor arc AB, which 
is part of the unit circle. These points can then be inverted by Therefore, region 1 
representing the first domain, is above the real line, bounded by the horocycle H, Any 
points above the real line and not on or in H will be inverted over Eia to points above 
the real line and not on or in the region bounded by L2 and the part of the unit circle 
which is minor arc AB. Now, these points can then be inverted in E^. Therefore, region 
2 is the complement of region 1 in the open half-plane containing L2. Points below the 
real line can be inverted over E\b followed by inversion over E2b- Therefore, region 3 is 
below the real line, bounded by the unit circle. □
3.3 The Ranges for the Composition of Split Inversions 
Relative to Parallel Lines
Theorem 3.2. Given the real line Li and a parallel line L2 above the real line which 
has its center at 1 + iC, C > 0 and which meets the unit circle at the points 1 and A. 
Split inversion with respect to the real line followed by split inversion with respect to the 
parallel line sends points to the following three regions numbered 1', 2\ and 3d These 
regions represent the three ranges of points under split inversions in the three possible 
ways EiaE2a, EiaE2b, and EibE2b. Let L± be the line through A perpendicular to Li 
intersecting Li at D. Let H be the horocycle that intersects the real line at 1 and at D. 
Range 1' is bounded by L2 and part of the unit circle above the real line. Range 3' is 
bounded byL2 and horocycle H, such that the region described contains part of the real 
line. Range 2' is the complement in the Poincare disk of the union of ranges 1' and 3d
Proof. Without loss of generality, let Li be the real line and let L2 be a parallel line above 
the real line which meets the unit circle at the points A = i and B = 1. Let Eia be the 
right curve above the real line (see A.4). Let H be the horocycle that intersects the real 
line at 1 and at the origin which we will label D. Label the intersection of L2 with right
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curve Eia, F. Horocycle H can be shown to be the inversion of L2 through right curve
Eia as follows. The transformation T for inversion in Eia is
0 -1 fl -A —i 1
1 0 V -r 1 —i
which needs to be composed with complex conjugation. The spin conjugation TcoL2Tfa 
will invert L2 through right curve Eya. That is,
T> r rp* _
—i
1 
-1 ( ! -l+A i -1
-1 —i V1-* 1J —1 i
—i -1 ( 1 -i-A i —1
-1 —i y-i + i * J —1 i
We know II goes through points 1 and 0 on the real line since
and
To see where points in domain 1 are sent (see A.4), we will determine where the 
borders of domain 1 are sent.




Right curve E2a can be found in the following manner. L2 has Hermitian rep
resentation
which is also its unit representation. When the unit representation for U is subtracted 
from this we get,
This is right curve
The. unit representation for L2 added to the previously mentioned unit repre­
sentation for U gives
( 2 -14- A
(-X-i o )•
which is right curve E^.
Now, since the transformation Tj for inversion over Eia is
0 -1 A -A = —i 1
1 0 v -v 1 —i
and the transformation T2 for inversion over E2a is
r -j
0 -1 (0 14-i -2
1 0
(-1-i 2 r 0 -1+i
each needing to be composed with complex conjugation, the transformation for the com­
position of inversion over E\a followed by inversion over E2a is
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—3 + 2 1—2
—1 +i -1-
5 — 2 + i
2 — i 1 4- 2i
T(z) = 5z — 2 + i
(2 — i) z 4- 1 4- 2i *
Now, one border of domain 1 is horocycle H above the real line and the points 
where it meets the real line at D = 0 and B = 1. The transformation T sends H to the
unit circle as seen in the following spin conjugation:
rr> TJT*  _J. colli cv —
1 4“ 2i —2 + i
2 — i 5
1 — 2z-2-2 2 4- 25
Also, notice that point F is on horocycle H between D and B. Now, where does
T send points D, F, and B? F is the intersection of L2 and H. That is, F is a solution 
to the system of equations:




F can be computed to be the point
1 2.
5 + 58’
It is a simple matter to compute the images of the three points D, F, and B.
T(D) = T(0) 
5(0)-2+ i
(2 - i) (0) + 1 + 2i
T(B) = T(l) ' 
5(1) -2 +i
(2 — 2) (1) 4-1 4- 2i
and thus B is a fixed point under transformation T.
T(F) = rg + 0
_ 5 (g + I*)  -2-1-2
(2 “ 0 (J + 10 + 1 +
3 4.
“ 5 + 5* ’
which is a point in quadrant 1 of the unit circle and has a modulus of 1, and therefore is 
on the unit circle between 1 and 2.
Another border of domain 1 is the real line between 0 and 1 inclusive. Let G be 
some point on the real line between D and B, say the point 5. Now, where does T send 
the real line and specifically the points D, G, and B?
T sends the real line to the line L2 as seen in the following spin conjugation:
f -10
110 +102
l + 2i —2 4- 2 (0 1 — 2z 2 4- i










T(B) =T(1) = 1,
so we need to find T (G).
T(G) = t(|) •
5(|) ~2 + i
(2 “ *)  (I) + 1 + 2*
2 1.
5 + 5* ‘




Therefore, the borders of domain 1 consisting of arc DFB and straight line 
segment DB which has midpoint G are sent to minor arc AB on the unit circle and to 
arc AFB which is arc L2. Points within domain 1 are sent to points within range 1', 
since, for example, the point | + which is clearly within domain 1 is sent to
T (- + = ___5 (a + s8)__________
\5 + 5) (2 — i) (| + |i) + 1 + 2i
1 1.
~ 2 + 2’’
which is clearly within range 1\
Now, since the transformation T3 for inversion over Eib is
0 -1 i 1
1 0 K -1) 1 i
and the transformation T\ for inversion over E-zb is
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0 -1 ( 2 -1+A 1+7 0
J °. 0 J ~ 2 —1 + 7
1 0
1 — i i
each needing to be composed with complex conjugation, the transformation for the com­
position of inversion over Ey, followed by inversion over E^ is
T’ = TiT3(z)
1 0 r . i—I 1
1—7 7 1 —7
—7 1
-1 2-i
This is equivalent to
1 i
—i 1 + 27
That is,
K) =____ L+z'____
{ ' (—2)2 +1 + 27’
Domain 3 is the open lower half-plane of the unit circle. Where does transfor­
mation T1 send the borders of this region? One of the borders of domain 3 is the real line 
between —1 and 1 inclusive. Let J be the point — 1, D — 0, and B = 1. Transformation 




I 2 + 2i -2 J
2 — i 1 (° -A 2 + 2 -1
-1 —2 v 1 2
■ (j- +H








which is point F on line L2.
Tr (D) = T'(0)
_ 0 + i
(—i) (0) + 1 + 2i 
2 1.
— T + “2, 1
which is another point on £2 as seen above in Equation 3.3.
T'(B) = T'(l)
- 1
(—i) 1 + 1 + 2i
and so, is fixed by Tf.
The image of D is clearly between F and B on L2. Therefore, T? sends line 
segment JB to arc FB on line L2.
Another border of domain 3 is the unit circle below the real line. Tf sends the 
unit circle to H as seen by the following:
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Label point —i as K. Now, where does Tf send points J, K, and B? We saw 
above (Equation 3.6) that
f TX 1 2 .
T (J) - 5 + 0 
which is the point F on line L2. We know that Tf leaves B fixed. F and B are points on 
H where it intersects L2.
T'(K) = T'(-i)
—i 4- i
(-i) (-i) + 1 + 2*
1 i ~ + 2
V 5 J (_,) (| _ I,) + i + 2i
1
2*
The point | is clearly within the image of the boundaries of domain 3. Therefore, points 
within domain 3 are sent to points within the range bounded by L2 and horocycle H, 
such that the region described contains part of the real line. This is therefore range 3d
= 0 = D.
Therefore, Tr sends arc J KB to arc FDB on H. This is the range bounded by 
L2 and horocycle H, such that the region described contains part of the real line.
Take a point such as | which is clearly in the lower open half-plane of the 
unit circle. T1 sends this point to | on the real line as seen in the following calculation:
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The only points left to describe are those in domain 2. These points have no 
place to go except to the complement in the Poincare disk of the union of ranges lz and 
3'. This then is range 2'. □
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Chapter 4
Composition of Split Inversions
Relative to Ultra-parallel Lines
4.1 Sending an Ultra-parallel Line to One which is Cen­
tered on the Imaginary Axis Above Point i
Given any two ultra-parallel lines of H2, one can be sent to the real line such 
that the other line is in the upper half-plane. Let fa be the real line and fa be the 
ultra-parallel line in the upper half-plane represented by Hermitian matrix






m G / 1, will leave the real line invariant. Furthermore, when
V-(W))2+1-1~
T= 1 „ -----
yC(Re(fl)24-l-l i ’L 1 J
the transformation will take any ultra-parallel line fa in the upper half-plane which is not
centered on the imaginary axis to an ultra-parallel line which is centered on the imaginary
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’ 6 A 1 V-(M0))2+1-1 WOJ V V V-(M/3))'2T1-1
L w) 1
Im (fl
a point on the imaginary line above z, since for ultra-parallel lines in the upper half-plane, 







Therefore, since Im (0) is positive, the center point given in 4.1 is indeed on the 
imaginary line above i.
4.2 The Domains for the Composition of Split Inversions 
Relative to Ultra-parallel Lines
Theorem 4.1. Given the real line Li and an ultra-parallel line L2 above the real line with 
its center on or right of the imaginary axis, along with the unique common perpendicular
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£3, split inversion with respect to the real line followed by split inversion with respect to 
the ultra-parallel line results in three regions. These regions represent the three domains 
corresponding to the compositions EiaE^, E\aE2b, EibE^b- Region 1 is above the real 
line, bounded by the circle II whose hyperbolic center P is the intersection of the common 
perpendicular L3 and the real line L\. Region 2 is the complement of region 1 in the 
open half-plane containing L2. Region 3 is below the real line, bounded by the unit circle. 
Furthermore, circle H has hyperbolic radius
fa 1
2 n tanh 8




Proof. Without loss of generality, let be the real line and let L2 be an ultra-parallel 
line above the real line, centered on the imaginary axis (see Figure 4.1). The common 
perpendicular is then the imaginary axis and 3 is the hyperbolic distance between the 
ultra-parallel lines measured along the imaginary axis.
Let L2 be represented by Hermitian matrix
Let T be the transformation for reflection through the right curve above the real 
axis. We compute T to be
0 -1 —i 1
1 0 b -J= 1 —i
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Figure 4.1: Ultra-parallel Line Centered on the Imaginary Axis
and must be composed with complex conjugation. Then,
TcoL2Tfa
—i -1 (1 -7cA i —1





This is a circle centered at the origin with Euclidean radius
[c=I
Vc + r
It is clear that the common perpendicular to Li and in this case the imagi­
nary axis, intersects Li at the hyperbolic center of circle H and that II has non-Euclidean 
radius
p = tanh 1 c + r (4-3)
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Since L2 is centered at iC and has Euclidean radius
K-l,
the Euclidean distance d between the ultra-parallel lines along the imaginary axis is
C - '/& - 1.
The non-Euclidean distance 5 is then
tanh 1 — \J C2 —
or equivalently






and from Equation 4.3 we know , '
(4.4)
p=tanh 1
We need to show that
5 = 1 
tanh p






2 n C + l C-l
1 [cai Vc + i c + i
2 Vc + l ' VC + i' c-l
1 /c^Tc + 1







We now want to show that
P = 2 ln tanh?’




















tanh 6 = e'2p.
is the inverse function.
6 = tanh-1 (e-2'’)
1
(4-6)
Now, it can be shown that the inverse function is equal to the original function 
for p, <5 > 0. That is,
tanh 1 (e 2p) = 1
tanh p
We know the hyperbolic distance
1
rf(0,z) = tanh-1 (|x:[) (4.7)
(4-8)
Therefore, for positive p,
1
2
tanh-1 (e-2/J) = 1 + e~2p \1 — e~2P )
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Since the inverse function is equal to the original function, 5 and p can be 
exchanged in the above equation so that it is also true that for /?, <5 > 0,
P 2lntanh<5’
The fact that
6 — - In------— = tanh 1
2 . tanh p
can be seen from the equations for hyperbolic distance (Equations 4.7 and 4.8) as follows:
1 4_ l-tanhp\
” 1+tanhp l
I   1 —tanh p I
1+tanh p /
Now, let Eia be the right curve above the real line (see A.7). Its Hermitian 
representation is 
and the transformation T for inversion in Eia is
0 -1 6 -A _ —i 1
1 0 V -J 1 —i
The spin conjugation T^LiT^ will invert the real line through right curve Eia.
The result of this is:
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-2 o\
—i —1 i -1
—1 — i -1 i-1  
0 7
the unit circle. Specifically, the points on the real line, — 1, 0, 1, are sent to —1, i, 1, 
respectively, as seen in the following calculations using the LFT for transformation T 
(composed with complex conjugation):
So,
T(z) =
—iz + 1 
~z — i
T(-l) =





T(l) = = 1.-i (1)4-1
(l)-i
Thus, transformation T leaves the points —1 and 1 fixed and the portion of the 
real line between these points is sent to the portion of the unit circle above the real line.
Since we saw above that T sends L2 to H and since inversion is its own inverse, it follows 
that T sends H to L2. The two points where II intersects L± get sent to the two points 
where L2 intersects U. Let M be the point where H intersects the imaginary axis above 
the real line. It is an imaginary number bi, where 0 < b < 1. Where does T send M?
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T(M) = T(bi)
_ —i (—bi) + 1 
(—bi) — i 
ib — i
6 + 1
which has a modulus less than 1 and is within the Poincar6 disk. Thus, the part of H 
above the real axis gets sent to the part of L2 within the Poincar6 disk. We will call 
region 1, the region bounded below by the real line and bounded above by H. Points 
in this bounded region get sent to points in the region bounded by L2 and a portion of 
the unit circle in the same half-plane as L2. Points in region 1, therefore, can be inverted 
through Eia followed by E2a. Let region 2 be the complement of region 1 in the upper 
half-plane. Points within or on the borders of region 2 can be inverted through E]a and 
then through E2b- Points in the lower half-plane or on its borders can be inverted through 
Eib followed by Pfa. Thus, region 3 is bounded above by the real line and below by the 
unit circle. □
4.3 The Ranges for the Composition of Split Inversions 
Relative to Ultra-parallel Lines
Theorem 4.2. Given the real line Li and an ultra-parallel line L2 above the real line with 
its center on or right of the imaginary axis along with the unique common perpendicular 
L4-, split inversion with respect to the real line followed by split inversion with respect 
to the ultra-parallel line sends points to the following three regions numbered 1', 2Z, and 
3\ These regions represent the three ranges of points under split inversions in the three 
possible ways EiaE2b, EiaE2a, and EybEzb- Where if- intersects Li label as point P. Let 
L2 meet the unit circle at points A and B. Let Lf be the line through A perpendicular to 
Ly intersecting Ly at D. Let H be the circle with hyperbolic center P which intersects the 
real line at D. Range V is bounded by L2 and part of the unit circle above the real line. 
Range 3' is bounded by L2 and circle Hf which has hyperbolic center P*  at the intersection 
of L2 and such that the region contains part of the line segment PP!. Range 2' is 
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the complement in the Poincarti disk of the union of ranges lz and 3'. Furthermore, the 
circles H and Hf have hyperbolic radii of
-11 1P 2 ln tanh S
where 3 is the hyperbolic distance between the ultra-parallel lines L\ and L2.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let Lj be the real line and let L2 be an ultra-parallel 
line above the real line centered on the imaginary axis and which intersects the unit circle 
at points A and B and intersects the imaginary axis at Pr (see A.7). Let Eia be the 
right curve above the real line. The common perpendicular is then the imaginary axis 
and 6 is the hyperbolic distance between the ultra-parallel lines. Let L2 be represented 
by Hermitian matrix
C> 1.
It was shown in the proof of theorem 4.1 that the inversion of L2 over right 
curve Eia results in circle H with hyperbolic center at the origin P and having radius
-1! 1
P 2 ntanhS
where 6 is the hyperbolic distance between the ultra-parallel lines Lq and L2. Let H 
intersect the real line at points D and E and intersect the imaginary axis above the real 
line at point M.
The transformation for inversion in right curve E\a is
—i 1
1 — i
which needs to be composed with complex conjugation. To find the Hermitian represen­






L2 has unit representation:
The right curve E2a has Hermitian representation
C





C _ /i/C2—1—1 Vc^-l-l /
Vc2-i-i >/c2-i-i




which needs to be composed with complex conjugation.








(-C - y/C2-l-l\z + iC-iy/C2 -1-2
-7----------- \------------- -----------------, O>1.
liC - iy/C2 - 1 + Hz + l-t VO2 -1-0
Now, domain 1 was bounded by arc DME on II and by the real line. Circle 
H intersects the real line at points D and E. To find these points we need to find the 






C + l 
= 0
J = C-l0 + 1
x = V o+i'
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and
Circle H also intersects the imaginary line at M which is a solution to the system
of equations:
& C-l 
(7 + 1 
0
Substituting and solving, we get
and so,
I
Also, the points A and B are the solutions to the equations for L2 and the unit 
circle:




Therefore, by substitution we get
1 - 2Cy + 1 0


















A = -ly/&-l + li
and
8 = ^/0^ + ^-
Now, where does transformation T send points D, M, and E? For C > 1, we
which is point B.
T(E)
(-C - y/C2-l - 1) (/g^) + iC - iJC2 - 1 - i
(iC-iJCP-i + i) (ASrl + i-'K-i-c
-4<7+feT + C<c2-1) + 3C3 + Cg4 + l +
2 (-IjC? - jiO (O2 - 1) + 2iC'2 + liC3 - 2i)
-40 + g=l + C (O2 - 1) + 3O3 + Cg^ + 1
/C-lC' + l 1.




(-C - x/G577! -1) (-/§§) +iC — _ i
(iC-iy/C^ + i) (-/HJ) + 1 - - C
(2 - 2C2) igS - 2C + 2^L + 2CVC2 - 1 - 2^ - 27C2-1 + 2C2
+
i^2C + 2^+1 c2j 2)
T =
(2 - 2C2) ^3 -2C + 2^- + 2C\/C2 - 1 - 2^- - 2VC2 -1 + 2C2
1 /C -1 1 .
_cVc+T( + ) + c2
which is point A.
Where does T send M? For C > 1,
(-C - VC^-l - 1) («yHT) + iC - iy/C2 - 1 - i
(iO-n/OTri+i)(iy^+i_,/c^_G
_ T/fer~G + ~* 1 + \Zfer + VO*~1 +1
_ lc+c^-yl^Vc^L + ^+Vc^l-i
CVC2^! + 2C2 + - 2
ZCv/C2^T+2C2 + <72^a + C^3-2 _l’
which we will label point N. So, M is sent to N = i.
Consider, that transformation T sends circle JI to the unit circle as shown in
the following: We know from Equation 4.10 that
-C - y/C2 -1-1 iC-iy/CP-l-i 






-iC + iy/C2 - 1 + i
-iC + iy/C2 -1-i
-C - JC2-1 - 1
1 - y/C2 -1-C
iC-iy/C*-l+i
iC - iy/C2 - 1 - i
-C - VC2-! - 1
4VC2 -1 (C - 1)
0
0 'l
—4VC2 -1 (C - 1) /
the unit circle. Therefore, arc DME on ff is sent to arc ANB on the unit circle.
Now, where does transformation T send line segment DE which is the other 
border of domain 1? Segment DE is part of the real line. T sends the real line to L2 as 
seen in the following spin conjugation:
1 - x/C2-l - C -iC + i VC2-! - i
-iC + iVC2 - 1 + i -C- VC2-1 - 1
1 _ 7c2 -1-C iC - iVC2 -1-i
iC-iVCP-l+i -C - VC2 -1-1
( -4VC2 -1 -4iCvzC2 - 1
y4iCVC2 - 1 -4VC2 - 1
u ■)
which is line L2.
It was shown above that points D and E were sent to points A and B respec­




(-C - VC2-! - 1) (0) + iC - iy/C2 - 1 - i
(iC — iy/C2 — X + (0) + 1 - y/C2 -1-C
iy/C2 — 1 —iC + i 
C + y/C2-l -1
= ifC-y/C2-!}.
This point, which is on the imaginary axis, is also on line L2 as seen by the 
following:
r / „____x i ( 1 ic\ [-i (c - VC^l)
= 1 - iC (iy/C2 - 1 - ic) - i (iy/C2 - 1 - ic) \/C2 -1 = 0.
Thus,
i (c - Vc^-i) = P1-
Therefore, line segment DE on the real line is sent to arc AP'B which is L2 and the 
points where it meets the unit circle.
Any point in domain 1, such as the point 4^ is sent to its image within range 1' 
as the following reasoning shows. Since point is between points P and M on lA, the 
imaginary axis, and points P and M are sent to points P( and N on lA. It follows that 
the image of 4p must remain between the images of P and M on the imaginary axis.
The transformation for inversion in right curve En, is
i 1
1 i
which needs to be composed with complex conjugation.
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The right curve E2b has Hermitian representation
+ 6
\°
/W=T + 1 
V *7^=1  
(-K
i C _ Vc^l-1 "
Vc^kj+i Vc2-i+i
1 i Q  ’1 \K-i+i
which needs to be composed with complex conjugation. Therefore, the composition of 




The transformation for inversion in right curve E2b is
1 zVc^T+l \









\ c(++-l + l)
a circle, we will call Hf, with hyperbolic center P1. This can be shown as follows:
Consider the fact that any point w not at the center of the Poincar6 disk can 
be sent to the center by inversion in the line
1
—i
JC^l-1 , _ C / C _ -y/C^T-l
Vo2-1+1 x/C2—1-1-1 i/C2 4 11 Vo2-1+1
C • ____G____  + 1
zJc^i+i z Jc^x+i
C + y/C2-l - 1 iC - i y/C2-l + i 
ic-ifacfa-i-i c + Vc2-i + i
or written as an LFT:
(c + VC2-1 - l)z + iC - «VC2 - 1 + i
T' (z) = A________________ 4_____________________ .
(iC -iy/C1 -1 -i)z + C + y/C2-l + 1 ’
Now, domain 3 is bordered above by the real line and below by the unit circle
(see A.7). Where does transformation Tf send the unit circle?
c + vc2 -i + i
-iC±iy/C2-l-i
C + VC2 -1 + 1 
iC-iy/C2-~i-i
iC — iy/C2 — 1 + i
C + y/C2 - 1 - 1
-iC + iVC2-l+i










which needs to be composed with complex conjugation, will send point w, not on this 
line, to the origin. Since inversion is its own inverse, the transformation F will also send 
the point 0 to w. What transformation will send point P = 0 to P1 = i (c — \/C2 — ?
It is the transformation






















which is precisely II'.
j
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Since, inversion over lines in H2 preserves hyperbolic distances [BEG99], the 
hyperbolic radii p of circles H and H! are necessarily the same. Also, inversion sends the 
hyperbolic center of a circle to the hyperbolic center of its image circle. Since, we created 
F to send P to P', it follows that P’ is the hyperbolic center of
Tr sends the real line to L2 as shown in the following spin conjugation:
Ttl t rrtl*coljl-*-co
-iC + iy/CP-l-i
—iC + iyCP — 1 + i
C+VC2-!-!
C + Vc2-1 + 1 iC-iy/C2-lpi 





Where does T' send the points J, P} and Q which are points on the real line?
T’(J) = T;(-l)
(g +VG2-1 -1) (-l) + *C-VC 2-l+i
(zG-n/G^T-i) (_1) + C + a/O2-1 + 1 
(1 - *)  G + (1 + *)  VC2 -1-1-i
(1 - i) C + (1 + i) ycp-l + 1 + i
which we will label J!.






c y/c^i + i c4-c2 + i
Point Jf is also on L2 as seen in the following:
-CP-iC+1 
c4-c2+i
. iC + (x/c^T - c2) ,
= 1 - (vKI _ c2)--------< C<_CV K + iO - 1) -
/ /7t9 7 z-»2\ —C2 + iC +1»c(x/c^i-c2) c4_c2 + 1
= 0.
T' sends the origin P to P! as the following shows: Since,
(c + VCP-l -l\z + iC- iy/C2 - 1 + i 
(iC - iy/C2-l-i)z + C + y/C2 -1 + 1 ’
We have.






C4 — C2 + 1




(c + VC2-1 - 1) (Q) + iC - iy/C2 — ! + i
(iC - iy/C2 - 1 - i\ (0) + C + VC2-1 + 1 
iC - iy/C2-! + i
C + y/C2-l + 1
= i(c~ y/C2 - 1) = P'.
Now, where does T' sends Q?
J (1) + c + Vc2 — 1 + 1
T'(Q) = T'(l)
(c + y/C2-! - 1) (1) + iC - iy/C2 - 1 + i 
(iC - iy/C2 - 1 - i
(1 4-i) C + (1 — i) VC2 — 1 — 1 +»
(l + i)C + (l -i)y/C2-! + !-i 
C2 - y/C2 - 1 ,
-C^ + iC + l’
which we will label Qr.







+ 1 = 0
^ .JC2 - !-C2 (.fni 7 fi2\ Ac^+iC+l 











C (y/CF-l + 1) (-C2 + iC + 1)
C2 + iC - 1
0.
yc2 -1 -1
JG2 -1 + 1
Therefore, T' sends segment JQ on the real line to arc J!P'Q! on line L2. 
Where does Tf send point K = —i?
T'(K) = Tj-i)
(c + JC2 - 1 - 1) (-i) +iC- ijC2 - 1 + i
(iC - iVC2 -I - i) (-2) + C + JC2 - 1 + 1 
which we will call Kf.





^C2 ) + 1
i (yc2 -1 -1) St (yc2 -1 -1) 
c I c
Notice, for C > 1,
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o < Vc®-i < c.
This implies,
0 < C - y/C2 - 1 
0 < C - y/C2 -1 + 1 
0 < (C -1) (c - y/C2 -1 + 1)
0 < y/C2 - 1 + C2 - Cy/C2 -1-1
y/C2-! - Cy/C2 -1 + C2
C2 - Cy/C2 - 1
C (C - y/C2 - 1)
C - y/C2 - 1
1 <
1 - y/C2 - 1 <
1 - y/C2 -1 <
1 -y/C2-!
<c
1 - y/C2 - 1
<c
\K’ <
\i (c - y/C2 - 1) 
|P'|.
Since, Pf is always above the real line, the last inequality above implies that K' 
is always below Pf on the imaginary axis. In fact,, for large values of (7, Kf can be below 
the real axis.
Recall that Tf sends the unit circle to circle IF (see 4.12 above). Therefore, arc 
JKQ on the unit circle is sent to arc J'K'Q' on circle
Range 3', therefore, is bounded by L2 and circle H1 which has hyperbolic center 
Pr at the intersection of L2 and the imaginary line, ZA, such that the region contains part 
of the line segment PPr Again, transformation T\ sends points in the interior of domain 
3 to points in the interior of range 3'. Points not in domains 1 and 3 must be sent to the 
complement in the Poincare disk of the union of ranges lz and 3Z. □
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Chapter 5
Invariant Statements of the Main
Theorems
In this concluding chapter we state the three main theorems in a form that is 
independent of any particular model of the hyperbolic plane. To this end we use the 
symbol d to denote the boundary of the plane. Now, given two distinct lines fa and fa 
let Eja and Ejb, j — 1,2, be the pair of right curves for fa.
Figure 5.1: Domains, Intersecting Case
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Theorem 5.1 (Intersecting case). Let LyOL2 = P with angle 9 between them, 0 < 9 < J 
Let L( be the line perpendicular to Ly at P, and let Ea (respectively, Eb) be the portion 
of the right curve for Lj- in the half-plane of Eya (respectively, Eyb) that contains the 
intersection of L2 with Eya (respectively, Eyi>)- Then, split inversion with respect to Ly 
followed by split inversion with respect to L2 results in four open domains:
First, if L2 = Ly then the domains are the four open regions bounded by d, Ly, 
and L2; otherwise,
Rab is the open region bounded by d, Ea, and the segment of Ly opposite the 
angle 9 at do Ea;
Roa is the open complement of Rab in the half-plane of Eya;
Rba is the open region bounded by d, Eb, and the segment of Ly opposite the 
angle 9 at dnEb,’
Rbb is the open complement of Rba in the half-plane of Ey^
Figure 5.2: Domains, Parallel Case
Theorem 5.2 (Parallel case). Let Ly and L2 be parallel, meeting d at B, and let A be the 
other point where L2 meets d. Let E be the right curve for Ly in the half-plane containing 
L2- Let H be the portion of the horocycle at B in the half-plane containing E that passes 
through EnL2. Then, split inversion with respect to Ly followed by. split inversion with 
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respect to L2 results in three open domains:
Roa is the open region bounded by H and fa;
Rab is the open complement of Raa in the half-plane containing E;
Rbb is the half-plane not containing E.
Theorem 5.3 (Ultra-parallel case). Let and L2 be ultra-parallel, with common per­
pendicular Lg intersecting L\ at P. Let E be the right curve for Li in the half-plane 
containing L2. Let H be the portion of the circle in the half-plane containing E with 
the hyperbolic center of the circle being P and the hyperbolic radius being p = | lncoth<5, 
where 8 is the hyperbolic distance between L\ and L2. Then, split inversion with respect 
to fa followed by split inversion with respect to L2 results in three open domains:
Raa is the open region bounded by H and fa;
Rab is the open complement of Raa in the half-plane containing E;
Rbb is the half-plane not containing E.
Figure 5.3: Domains, Ultra-parallel Case
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Appendix A
An Atlas of Domains and Ranges




Figure A.4: Domains for Parallel Lines, L2 Centered at 1 + i
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Figure A.5: Domains for Parallel Lines
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Figure A.6: Ranges for Parallel Lines
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N
Figure A.7: Domains with Ultra-parallel Line Centered on Imaginary Axis
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Figure A.8: Ranges with Ultra-parallel Line Centered on Imaginary Axis
87
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Figure A.10: Ranges for Ultra-parallel Lines
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